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Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

A S H   B A R O N   C O H E N   F I L M S

Name:  Ash Baron Cohen

Synopsis:  Ash Baron Cohen (cousin of Sasha) 
has written and directed movies to critical 
and commercial success Stateside. After 
watching Ash’s first independent feature 
‘Bang’, legendary director Oliver Stone wrote 
a letter to US immigration on Ash’s behalf 
hailing him as “a young British filmmaker 
who has undoubtedly flourished to become 
one of the most gifted of his generation.”



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

A S H   B A R O N   C O H E N   F I L M S

Genre:  Comedy / Drama
Duration: 99 minutes
Cast: Burt Reynolds, 
Mischa Barton 

Synopsis:  Ash Baron Cohen’s second film ‘Pups’ 
provides a tragic-comic and honest look at the 
relationships between kids and guns with a 
Bonnie and Clyde for the MTV generation. 
Initially released theatrically to strong reviews, 
‘Pups’ premiered forty eight hours before the 
Columbine High School Massacre and its distri-
bution pulled thereafter with studios citing 
potential public backlash. ‘Pups’ is was 
re-released in the US this September on HBO

“Ash returns with another strong, edgy film led 
by Burt Reynolds” – LA Times

“Van Hoy leads with a startling film debut that 
matches Pups’ sense of impulse, rage and 
humanism. A perceptive powder-keg.” – Variety 

Pups

Genre:  Dramas
Duration: Approx. 15 Minutes
Cast: Wentworth Miller, 
Josie Maran

Synopsis:  Focusing on the Abu Ghraib prison 
abuse scandal, The Confession stars Wentworth 
Miller (of TV hit "Prison Break") and Josie 
Maran ("Van Helsing", "The Aviator", "Little 
Black Book". It premiered at the prestigious 
Karlovy Vary Int'l Film Festival in Prague, Palm 
Springs Int'l Shorts Film Festival, Sao Paulo Int'l 
Film Festival in Brazil.other territories available

The Confession /
The Hour

Genre:  Comedy Drama
Duration: 104 minutes
Cast: Juliette Marquis, 
 James Woods

Synopsis:  Offering a unique perspective on the 
life of an international porn celebrity and the 
relationship with her Parkinson’s-riddled father 
(James Woods), ‘This Girl’s Life’ includes a stun-
ning debut performance by Juliette Marquis who 
exudes as much intelligence as sex appeal. The 
film played to over 20 million viewers on 
Showtime’s TV network in the US after its 
successful theatrical and DVD release. 

“So many moments of truth.. a movie of historic value 
because it is the first performance of an actress who is going 
to be a big star” – Roger Ebert

This Girl’s Life

Genre: Action
Duration: 98 minutes
Cast: Peter Greene, 
Lucy Liu and James Sharpe 

Synopsis:  A young woman in L.A. is having a bad 
day: she's evicted, an audition ends with a 
producer furious she won't trade sex for the part, 
and a policeman nabs her for something she 
didn't do, demanding sex to release her. She 
snaps, grabs his gun, takes his uniform, and 
leaves him cuffed to a tree where he's soon 
having a defenceless chat with a homeless man. 
She takes off on the cop's motorcycle and, for an 
afternoon, experiences a cop's life. 

Bang

Genre: Action/Thriller
Duration: 87 minutes
Cast: Richard Harris 

Synopsis:  A gritty futuristic European States of 
America sees the Police monitoring and taking 
over what goes on behind closed doors. An indie 
triumph, with a brilliant opening monologue 
from the late great Richard Harris.

Sex Police



Over 1,000 hours of classic westerns, musicals,  
war classics, cartoons, mystery, and historic titles

feature films

Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

Mystery:  

Murder at the Baskervilles 

sherlock Holmes and  
the secret Weapon  

Quicksand

Western:

the Dawn rider

the shooting

young Bill Hickok

ClassiCs:

the trial 

Zulu

young Wive’s tale



European and International Independent

AWARD WINNING FILMS
DRAMA

Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

Zebra Crossings (2009)
 Winner OF tHe BiFa rainDanCe  
 anD eUrOPean inDePenDent  
 FilM OF 2009 aWarDs

Director: sam Holland  
Duration: 93 minutes 
UK. languages: english, French

“From the moment I was born I cried for a month…” 

Eighteen years on, and Justin is no nearer the truth. 
And in a world that increasingly doesn’t care, maybe 
just simply relying on friendship is not enough? 
Especially with friends like Billy, Sean and Tommy. 

Set amongst the backdrop of the towering, concrete-
clad estates of south London ‘Zebra Crossings’  
blends a diverse  mixture of characters that all share 
one thing in common: The incredible loneliness of 
living alongside 7 million other people.        Blending 
the surreal, and very real, we take an intense journey 
in search of friendship, belief and religion. 

With a lacklustre father and estranged mother, 
Justin’s only source of perennial control comes from 
an unlikely source, his bed-ridden sister Suzanne. 
But Justin needs is a real mentor, a father figure, 
someone who can provide guidance before it’s all too 
late. In steps Marcus, unlike anyone Justin has ever 
known before, calm, soft, assured… but does he want 
something from Justin? 

Meanwhile, Tommy’s abandonment issues haunt him 
once again, and his class-A drug addiction has sent 
him into full destruction mode. Also, the pressure 
from a rival gang has reached exploding point - as 
there is certainly no space for two crews in this 
neighbourhood. Justin must find the answer to it all, 
and quick. 



anathema (2007)
Director: agim sopi  · Duration: 108 minutes 
languages: english, French, albanian, serb

Kosovar journalist Ema Berisha, working with two American journalists, 
Laura and David Schwartz, report from war torn Kosova. When the war 
reaches the highest point, the American journalists are ordered to flee. 
They unsuccessfully try to persuade Emma to get out of Kosova, to leave 
with them. Emma is determined to stay. Upon returning to Prishtina, Emma 
finds the Serbian forces are ousting the population to refugee camps. 
Partly to punish her for her work as a journalist, the soldiers rape Emma. 
She becomes pregnant and gives birth to a baby girl, which she names 
Ana. When the war is over, there is nobody to help Emma. From a very 
loved person during the war, she becomes an unloved person, abandoned 
and forgotten by everyone. All relatives look upon Ana as a misbegotten 
child and they try to persuade Emma to abandoned her. A year later, the 
American journalist David, returns to Kosova and they fight together to get 
back the anathema daughter of Emma’s.

European and International Independent

AWARD WINNING FILMS
FEATURE

Farkas (Wolf) (2007)
Director: tamas toth · Duration: 70 minutes 
languages: english, Hungarian, French

Nikolai Sergeievich is a Siberian man who has seen better days His present 
profession is problem-solving. Due to his wide experiences and peculiar, 
hidden abilities, he can solve any kind of problems. Supposedly he can 
speak the language of the animals.

The life of a small Siberian village, totally depends on the reindeer breeding. 
New times and changes also made the wolves behave cruelly. 

They decimate the reindeer herd by sucking out their blood, not by killing 
and eating them. They just leave the bodies there. The sheperds ask Nikolai 
Sergeievich (who is generally believed to be the offspring of shamans) to 
help them.

	 2008	European	Independent	film	festival	award	best	director

Fragments of Daniela (2006)
Director: sasha Knezev · Duration: 80 minutes 
languages: english, French

An Eastern-European sex-trafficking ring run by the Russian mob is exposed by 
a New York reporter while on assignment in Los Angeles covering an international 
sporting event. A love story with infuriating passion, “Fragments of Daniela” exposes 
the underbelly of a world most are not aware exists. More importantly, it indicates 
how this network stretches its tentacles across the globe.

 Best	Drama	New	York	International	 
	 Independent	Film	&	Video	Festival	2006

Boulder Creek International - Television & Film



European and International Independent

AWARD WINNING FILMS
FEATURE

Boat People (2007)
Director: rob Curry · Duration: 88 minutes 
language: english

The Boat People is a psychological thriller. Jared is taken to the coast by 
his new girlfriend, Alice. They stay in the seaside cottage she’s owed all 
her life with her sister, Cleo. As soon as he gets there, Jared begins to have 
haunting dreams of a distant exotic land. The dreams excite Alice. 

Even more weird is that when Cleo unexpectedly turns up, she somehow 
seems to know what happens in the dreams without him telling her. 
Gradually Jared realises that the sisters are using his dreams to uncover a 
long-buried secret from their childhood, when they lived in Vietnam and their 
parents were brutally murdered. 

But who was the murderer? And why does Jared begin to feel that his life is 
now threatened? As the landscape and the house reveal their secrets, Jared 
becomes more and more drawn into the twisted world of The Boat People. 
First they take over his dreams, then they take over his mind. 

T h e  B o a t  P e o p l e
You can bury the past, but you can’t kill it off

FIFTH COLUMN FILMS presents   NABIL ELOUAHABI  RAQUEL CASSIDY   music NEIL McARTHUR  CHENG YU
director of photography GAVIN FRY    art director EVA HENSCHKOWSKI 

editor MARK TOWNSEND   associate producers MATT DENNIS  DAVID CASEY 
written by ANTHONY FLETCHER  directed by ROB CURRY

Hold the Door (2007)
Director: Mark e. Johnson · Duration: 80 minutes 
languages: english, French

Eugene, a dreamy and naive teenager, becomes friends with Hector, an 
impulsive and brutal young man. The mutual fascination of this unlikely pair 
brings them together in the heart of New York. Eugene soon meets Monica, 
Hector’s girlfriend, who prefers Eugene’s sensitive nature, and the two begin 
to see each other on the sly. Paranoia ensues as the fanciful Eugene comes 
to fear that Hector is haunting him. Hold the Door, Mark Johnson’s first 
feature film, was inspired by Dostoyevsky’s The Idiot.

liszt for President - 
Vote and Die 
Director: Mark Mitchell  
Duration: 73 minutes 
languages: english, French
Had enough of American politicians? 
So has eccentric billionaire Neil Liszt.

He’s running for President to offer the 
people of America and the world a 
better alternative: none of the above.

4/25/09 W H I T E  R I V E R  I N D I E  F I L M S
W h i t e  R i v e r  J u n c t i o n  V e r m o n t

Come see the film they said couldn’t be made, the film both Visa and Mastercard called 

“seriously behind on its payments”.

10:30 PM

date time

VOTE AND D IE!

Liszt for President

WINNER
Award of  Excellence in 

Feature Film

     Stephen Bradbury               Yancy Butler      Holt McCallany  

    Eli Wallach      Anne Jackson                      Marisa Berenson 

   Charles E. Gerber            Richard Masur    Sharon O’Connell

    Larry Pine   Jaime Lorenzo           Nick Dalton       Ben Hersey

       Travis Young                   Jennifer Loryn

 
Executive Producers:  Visa & Mastercard             Produced by Patricia Watt
Edited by Mark Mitchell and Juliet Weber         Written, produced, and directed by Mark Mitchell

WINNER
Best Non!European 

Feature Film

place

Shot in HD! In Color!

Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

	 ECU	2008	Best	Non-European	Feature	Film 
 

	 ECU	Winner	Award	of	Excellence	in	Feature	Film



European and International Independent

AWARD WINNING FILMS
FEATURE / MINI FEATURE

Penalty King (2006)
Director: Chris Cook · Duration: 90 minutes 
languages: english, French

The Penalty King is a highly-enjoyable off the wall sports comedy starring 
Nick Bartlett (Scorcese’s GANGS OF NEW YORK) and Clare Grogan 
(GREGORY’S GIRL – winner of the BAFTA FILM AWARD)

Blind Lee Vaughan yearns to play the ‘beautiful game’ once more but it 
seems he’s stuck forever in his dead-end job working for a dominating 
boss (played by the still gorgeous CLARE GROGAN). Then along comes an 
American maverik and tricks a local pub football team into letting blind Lee 
sign up for them. The result is a funny, daft, tough and soulful comedy THE 
PENALTY KING.

nazareno (2007)
Director: Varo Venturi · Duration: 89 minutes 
languages: english, French, italian

Nazareno, who works as a nurse at a geriatric hospital by day, and as a 
debt-collector by night, lives in a state of profound religious crisis, based on 
the karma of his name, and a childhood marked by a violent father and strict 
Catholic upbringing. One of the best indie mafia flicks ever made.

	 European	Independant	Film	Festival		Special	Jury	Mention

Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

la Gardeuse D’Oies a la Fontaine (2007)
Director: Patrick Bittar · Duration: 29 minutes 
languages: english, French     

In a forest, a young wanderer meets a witch and accepts to help her carry 
a huge bundle of grass to her shack. This is the beginning of an initiatory 
journey, through which he will uncover the mystery that veils the beauty of a 
young goose keeper...

Poptart (2007)
Director: tracy Brown · Duration:  24 minutes 
languages: english, French

A zealous documentarian takes advantage of a young man’s pent-up desire 
to avenge his mother’s death by coercing him into action and promising, “the 
world will see this”. The film uses a varied screen format to weave back and 
forth between the participant’s view of action and the distorted view through 
the edited documentary. Poptart makes bold statements, not only about the 
hypocrisy of media but also how stereotypical hip hop behavior may be the 
only shield available to protect a young man’s fragile vulnerability.

	 Official	selection	of	ECU	Film	Festival



European and International Independent

AWARD WINNING FILMS
FEATURE / MINI FEATURE

Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

silent raDiO (2007)
Director: alan arrivée · Duration: 30 minutes  
languages: english, French

A curious drifter in an all-night cafe coaxes the story out of a cowboy, word 
by word, until neither can escape the truth of what’s happened. An award-
winning film from Alan Arrivée. 

A Wyoming cowboy and his wife put up a friend from New York who wants 
to write about the area -- but no one realizes how extreme the real story will 
become when she tries to take a character based on reality back with her 
across the eastern border. A curious drifter in an all-night café coaxes the 
story out of the cowboy, word by word, until neither can escape the truth of 
what’s happened. ‘There was this line she was gonna let me cross,’ says the 
cowboy in this mystery of American East and West. ‘She had somethin’ that 
was mine and she was takin’ it away. It was like stealin’.

	 Winner	of	ECU	Film	Festivals	best	cinematography.

	 Long	Island	International	Film	Expo	2007,	 
	 “Technical	Award	Best	Actor	Eric	Winzenried”

Candy Darling (2007)
Director: silvia Defrance · Duration: 26 minutes 
languages: english, French

In a small isolated matriarch community situated in the desert reigns 
Mother, a manic and frustrated hag. To keep her power over Candy Darling 
and Daddy Cane, she deliberately creates a psychological inferno. This 
ultimately drives all protagonists to utter madness and complete decay 
becomes inavertable.

	 Selected	for	‘The	New	York	Short	Film	Festival,	USA,	Feb	2009.		
	 AWARDED	in	the	category:	Editing.

	 AWARDED	in	the	category:	Best	Experimental	Film	at	The		 	
	 European	Independent	Film	Festival	(ÉCU)	2009	in	Paris.	



European and International Independent

AWARD WINNING FILMS
SHORT

Pirouette (2008)
Director: andrew shemin · Duration: 7 minutes 
languages:  english, French
A girl alone in a Paris apartment. A bottle of pills. A last meal. She prepares to 
die. She changes clothes. She applies makeup. She chooses a position. Her 
heart stops and she forces herself to get up and write down one more thing.
There begins a suspenseful race between life and death.  Without so much as a 
word of dialogue, Pirouette explores one answer to Albert Camus’  philosophical 
question, “Why do we not kill ourselves ?” 

shhh (2007)
Director: Ben slotover · Duration: 4 minutes 
languages: english
Heinz thinks he can hear strange noises coming from his walls, so he enlists his 
friend Jim to investigate. An escalating apartment-wrecking spree ensues in this 
dialogue-free film, told entirely in still pictures and sound effects. ‘Shhh’ is a not-
so-silent comedy for the digital age. It is one of fifteen shorts in a series.

Henri Orange (2008)
Director: simon Buttner · Duration:15 minutes 
languages: english, French
Henri hates his job as a professional “laugher” for the soundtracks of television 
series. He tries to drown his sorrows in a bar, but it doesn’t work. But when he 
meets Orange, a college, he finds new hope.

Hollywood’s Heart (2006)
Director: andreas Wigand · Duration: 12 minutes 
languages: english
When the young screenwriter George Wells begins to unravel the truth about his 
friends, he finds himself a pawn in a murderous industry that wants to consume 
his dreams. Will George conquer his dreams or die trying?

D.C Dingle (2008)
Director: rob Humphrey · Duration: 12 minutes 
languages: english
When D.C. Dingle meets his new neighbor Wally an instant bond forms 
between these two God-fearing, flag-obsessed patriots. Together they patrol 
the neighborhood for terrorists and other deviants who threaten their America. 
Damn the Constitution, full speed ahead!

Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

Milieu (2007)
Director: Dmitry torgovitsky · Duration: 16 minutes 
languages: english, Japanese
Two gunmen for hire inhabit the same building, one living directly above the 
other. They are sent on their respective missions by anonymous instructions 
which they receive as text messages into their mobile phones. The only thing 
they don’t know is what fate has in store for them.



Infosheet  ZEN & ZERO

Title:     Zen & Zero – An Austrian Surfextravaganza
Type:     Feature Documentary
Length:      61min
Format:      16 mm, 8 mm, MiniDV
Country of Production:   Austria
Locations:          US, Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,…
World Premiere:    22nd of January 2006, X-Dance Festival, Park City, Utah

Producer & Screenplay:      Philipp Manderla
Director & Screenplay:    Michael Ginthoer
Camera:      David Auerbach
Editor:     Edwin Steinitz 
Sound & Music:      Herwig Maurer
Coproducer & Stillphotography: Jakob Polacsek

Cast:  Allan C. Weisbecker, Pablo Postigo, Max Schalek, Edwin Steinitz, Michael Ginthor, Jakob Polacsek, 
Philipp Manderla, David Auerbach.

Cofinanced by the ORF (Austrian Broadcasting Network).

 

Winner
Special 

Director‘s
Award

Santa Cruz 
USA  

                                                                   
                           
      Film Info

    
Title:          Zen & Zero – An Austrian Surfextravaganza
Type:     Feature Documentary
Length:      61min
Format:      16 mm, 8 mm, MiniDV
Country of Production:   Austria
Locations:          US, Mexico, Nicaragua, Costa Rica,…
World Premiere:    22nd of January 2006, X-Dance Festival, Park City, Utah

   Producer & Screenplay:      Philipp Manderla
Director & Screenplay:    Michael Ginthoer
Camera:      David Auerbach
Editor:     Edwin Steinitz 
Sound & Music:      Herwig Maurer
Coproducer & Stillphotography: Jakob Polacsek

Cast:  Allan C. Weisbecker, Pablo Postigo, Max Schalek, Edwin Steinitz, Michael Ginthor, Jakob 
Polacsek, Philipp Manderla, David Auerbach.

Cofinanced by the ORF (Austrian Broadcasting Network).

photos: polacsek.com

Winner 
Best Story

Best Director
X-Dance 

USA

Winner 
Best Film 

St Jean de Luz
FRANCE

      

Duration 61 minutes 
Languages: English (2006)





Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

Synopsis:  22x 26’ episodes made up of film 
reviews, ‘behind the scenes’ footage and 
interviews with the filmmakers who are at 
the forefront of today’s European cinema
Euro-Indie features filmmakers infused with 
European passion and whose desire to tell 
their brilliant stories causes them to break 
boundries and establish new ones as they 
bring their films to audiences jaded by 
formulaic Hollywood studio fare.

In Europe every year - from Austria to 
Finland, Italy to Iceland and every other 
country in between - several hundred world 
class films are made but simply disapear 
without a trace due to lack of Hollywood 
publicity budgets.

Euro-Indie shines the spotlight on these 
films and the filmmakers who make them. 

Euro-Indie: At the heart of European Cinema 

Number of episodes:  24
Episode duration:   26 minutes
Original Language:   English 
Hosting Format: 12 hosted segments. 
(Modular, allowing for the insertion of local 
hostings for international broadcasters.)

Imagine a series that takes the very best 
concepts that make Entertainment Tonight, 
‘Talking Movies’ and Scene by Scene great, 
package it together with a cutting edge 
European flavour and bring the audience 
face-to-face with films that will excites, 
shock and titillate their minds. Cinema that 
packs a punch !

Euro-Indie brings audiences face to face with 
Europe’s hottest cinema talent and takes you behind 
the scenes of the latest and greatest film releases

Euro-Indie: Made in Europe Ready for the World



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

F L O W
YOUR NEW ACTION SPORT SERIES!

> 52 episodes
> 26 minutes episodes
> Episodes delivered weekly
> Scripts, content info, music sheet and TC lists 

By following the cool kids of winter and summer 

sports throughout the year, your viewers are 

guaranteed to be kept up to date on the latest 

snowboarding, music and bands, skiing, moun-

tain biking surfing, gear reviews, resort reports, 

as well as new DVD reviews from the world of 

cool sports.

And best of all, you will have access to the best 

and hippest user-generated content from around 

the world, as we feature some of the biggest 

‘wipe-outs’, amazing jumps, and ‘don’t do this at 

home’ moments. 

FLOW also has a charitable side! FLOW is work-

ing in conjunction with “Extreme Activist Organi-

zation” the fundraiser dedicated to raise aware-

ness and donations for environmental organisa-

tions worldwide. A percentage of FLOW revenue 

is donated to Extreme Activist!

“FLOW-Non-Stop Adrenaline 
– FLOW, for your weekly Adrenaline fix.”

O'Neill Evolution TTR Snowboard Tour 
event in Davos, Switzerland. 

O'Neill The Mission Tahiti The Super Final 
between the World Qualification Series.

PKRA Kite World Cup The Professional 
Kite Riders Association World Tour.

Adidas Slopestyle An Extra ordinary 
Mountain Bike Slopestyle event in Captown.
Freeride World Tour Snowboard and Ski 
Freeride World Tour.

Swatch O'Neill Big Mountain Pro 
Snowboard & Ski Freeride Contest
TTR World Tour Summary of the TTR 
(Ticket to Ride) season.

Air & Style TTR The world’s mega 
Snowboard event, Olympic stadium in 
Munich.

Xtreme Verbier The world's most extreme 
Ski and Snowboard Freeride Contest.

O'Neill Highland Open A 5 Star World 
Qualification Series Surf Event in Scotland.

The Araucara Route Europe's best 
Freeride Skiers and Snowboarders.

The Flow Season 20092010



COMING UP IN 2009/2010:
SNOwbOardING
SkIING
MOUNtaIN bIkING
bMX
SUrfING
wINdSUrfING
kItebOardING

2010



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

M O T O R G I R L S ( 2 0 0 8 )

Series One and Two Available
Episodes: 6 x 26 ’  - Formats Available
Languages: English 
Motorgirls, a 6-part series which follows some of 

Australia’s most beautiful motorheads on adven-

tures, with practical tips, from mechanical to 

fashion. This truly is Top Gear meets Australia’s 

Next Top Model, in Kill Bill outfits! This is high-

octane Girl Power!

Both series combine fashion, cars and film! 

Everything mechanical on this show is based on 

what the girls have learnt from being in the bush 

and have taken a keen interest. 

Motorgirls is a show hosted by women but there 

is something here for everyone. There are plenty 

of guys and girls out there who have no idea 

about cars, except to drive them, and even that 

can be questionable!! 

Motorgirl: a beautiful and empowering woman passionate about motors.
She is devoted to motors and her fearless, adventurous life attests this.
She has earned her stripes. 

Each episode will include segments…
• a bush mechanical or race set up tip for 
either the bike or vehicle
• bush funnies/word from our sponsor skits
• ‘the rescues’
There will be…
• break downs and unforseen circum-
stances where the girls will deal with it as it 
happens
• words from the coach as to how the girls 
are coming for the race
• the girls training, preparation and hard-
ships
• meeting bush characters
•  awesome scenery



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

ALF &THE ICONIC LONDON TAXI

Genre:  Documentary
Duration: TV Series - 4 x 58
Cast: UK Production (2008)

350 Years of compelling history, even Royalty and Celebrities couldn’t resist . . .

Synopsis: The series presents 350 years of 
incredible history of the world famous black 
cab and the life of London’s cabbies, a tribute 
to an iconic London symbol.

 Researches showed that we could be experi-
encing the last few years before the demise 
of the black cab. The press in UK highlighted 
recently severe shortage in late night taxis. 
The old cabbies are getting older. 

Challenging issues including studying the 
legendary Knowledge exam, deter new 
recruits. Nowhere else in the world do you 
have to study for four or even ten years just 
to get a taxi license..! 2012 Olympics could 
be the catalyst of the black cab.
The series features a unique character, Alf 
Townsend, “celebrity taxi driver” for 44 

years, a trade journalist for 40 years and a 
published author of three books . In 1978 Alf 
won the “Taxi Driver of the Year” competi-
tion… Over the years, he appeared in TV 
Shows, he has been interviewed by several 
publications, recently by the BBC, he picked 
up many well known celebrities in his cab, 
often Ava Gardner… Even Princess Marga-
ret and her family sat in the back of Alf’s 
cab… 
John Sheen, a taxi driver, had Prince 
Charles in his cab… Prince Philip has his 
own taxi… Other taxi drivers including 
women talk of their experiences… weird 
passengers included. Laughter and tears, 
the everyday life of the famous London 
cabbie… Vintage taxis and collectors, visits 
to historical locations of the oldest and most 
stylish taxi in the world…



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

D O C U M E N T A R I E S

Duration 3 x 50 minutes 
Languages: English

Synopsis: A Planet Wild is a fresh, exciting look 
at the world of wildlife.

The series celebrates the diversity, spectacle 
and wonder of the natural world with each 
episode an exploration into a particular animal 
species or an insight into an area of the globe. 
With remarkable cinematography and compel-
ling narration, Planet Wild is one to watch.

Planet Wild (2005)

Duration: 50 minutes
Languages: English, Lebanese

Synopsis:  A political time-bomb about to explode 
and CIA AgThe small spaces of an apartment 
contain issues of international scale in this 
intimate documentary. Lebanese law crimina-
lises LGBT people, making them vulnerable to 
blackmail and attack – sometimes from state 
police – and preventing the report of hate crime. 
With safety and concern an apartment was hired 
where interviewees could speak freely. What 
emerges is a snapshot of queer life in urban Leba-
non, described by Arab people from a variety of 
faiths and cultural backgrounds. From growing 
up in a war zone to the rise of Hezbollah and the 
shock of renewed conflict with Israel, issues of 
identity, safety and freedom combine with issues 
of sexuality and gender. Despite differing back-
grounds and opinions these eloquent men and 
women share the struggle to live authentically in 
a culture that denies their existence.  

The Beirut Apt (2008) GLBT

Duration 52 minutes
Languages: English, Spanish
Format: HD

Synopsis: "BOCA... A LOVE STORY” sets out to 
narrate in documentary format along 52 minutes 
film a unique love story, a story that transmits 
surprising feelings and that generates a great 
Argentine passion that today reaches all and 
sundry: the love that football fans, players, ordinary 
people, celebrities and coaches feel for the most 
popular football club in Argentina and one of the 
most important the world over: BOCA JUNIORS.

Boca A Love Story (2009)



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

leBanOn -  
resistinG lUnaCy
Director: Uwe-s. tautenhahn  
Duration: 71 minutes   

After the Israli-Lebanese conflict in 2006, 
two German-Lebanese women return to 
their native Lebanon to better understand 
the conflict. Their perspective oscillates 
between hope and despair.

DoppelPass
Director: Gregor Frei · Duration: 30:56 minutes

Doppelpass is the portrait of a football team. Six young 
Swiss Turks represent Switzerland in an international 
street soccer tournament. Questions about identity arise 
alongside a dramatic story of pride and homesickness

D	O	C	U	M	E	N	T	A	R	I	E	S



TURN ON
TUNE IN
DROP OUT

THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF LSD
THE ACID CHRONICLES: 

A sweeping saga of discovery, disillusion, and renewed hope, The 
Acid Chronicles spans half a century of psychedelic revelation, 
ranging from the post-World War II explosion in hallucinogen 
research and experimentation among scientists, intellectuals, 
spiritual seekers and the CIA, the excesses of the ‘60s, to today’s 
renaissance as physicians test psychedelics to heal serious psy-
chiatric afflictions.

OUR STORY IS TOLD IN 5 ONE-HOUR EPISODES:

Lucid in the Sky with Diamonds: Beginning in 1943 with  
Albert Hofmann and the accidental discovery of the mind-altering  
capabilities of LSD.  After World War II, trailblazing psychiatrists 
achieved remarkable cures using LSD to combat alcoholism,  
addiction and other mental scourges in Czechoslovakia, Cana-
da and the United States.  At the same time, Al “Captain Trips”  
Hubbard, a flamboyant rogue CIA agent, dispensed LSD to intel-
lectuals, corporate titans and the glitterati in a one-man crusade 
to enlighten the power elite.  

Cary Grant, Ethel Kennedy, Andy Williams and Bing Crosby  
participated in medically supervised psychedelic experiments 
while musicians, artists and scientists—Thelonius Monk, Maynard 
Ferguson, Willem DeKoonig, Sir Francis Crick and Nobel Laure-
ate Richard Feynman — were tantalized by their mind expanding  
possibilities. 

Mind Control: LSD’s use and abuse by the CIA and the Pentagon 
in the years after World War II in the notorious MK-ULTRA brain 
washing experiments, and at the U.S. Army’s Edgewood Arsenal. 
This section features an exclusive interview with the only known 
survivor of MK-ULTRA, Wayne Ritchie, and with former Army psy-
chiatrist and LSD researcher Dr. James Ketchum.

Turn on, Tune in and Drop Out: Harvard psychologist Timothy 
Leary turned on a generation, triggering the psychedelic explo-
sion of the 1960s that lead to a media-fanned panic.  With little 
proof, LSD is equated with murder, mayhem and suicide, prompt-
ing authorities to ban the drug.

THE OUTLAWED MIRACLE ELIXIR 

THAT ONCE CURED ALCOHOLISM, 

DRUG ADDICTION AND MENTAL  

ILLNESS AND MAY YET DO SO AGAIN 

IN THE 21ST CENTURY. . .

(2009)

Duration: 5 x 52’ , 10 x 26, or 
special 1x52 minute edition’

languages: English
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Unseen tango (2009) the Hero of two  
sister’s Mountain (2009)

Duration: 52 minutes 
languages: english, spanish 

synopsis: This documentary film will be devel-
oped in two simultaneous narrative phases.

One of these axes will portrait the life of three 
anonymous characters (Jóhanna, Valentino 
and Malena) who found in Tango a passion, a 
means of support and a way of interpreting life 
with a different philosophy. 

The second phase will include the places, envi-
ronments and areas to where these characters 
guide us. Milongas and slums. An itinerary that 
serves as a trigger to travel around other plac-
es as mysterious as the places where Jóhanna, 
Valentino and Malena usually go. 

The city of Buenos Aires contains real lost 
treasures, set aside from the mainstream of the 
conventional Tango, that deserve to be un-
veiled. Places that gather treasures that sur-
prise those privileged people who come across 
those secrets. The essence of a current and 
sensual Tango through its least spread side. A 
path that goes around an unseen city to un-
mask what lies behind the Tango.

Duration: 52 and 90 minutes 
languages: english, spanish 
shot in HD

Synopsis: Oscar Ismael Poltronieri is an ordi-
nary man. He cannot either read or write. He 
has not any money. He does not even have a 
house. Nevertheless he is a Hero. 

He spent his whole childhood working in the 
countryside. He always knew that he had a 
must for his native Country, that is why, when 
the military service time arrived, he joined 
in as a volounteer with a group of his friends 
When 19, he was suddenly sent to participate 
in Malvina’s War. He was not even able to say 
goodbye to his own mother. 

During the war he was the most heroic sol-
dier. He saved his mates’ lives and fought 
alone against an entire British platoon. He was 
reported as casualty in three different occa-
tions, but he was always back. His mother 
was told that he had died in combat; how-
ever, he was back. He was decorated with the 
Cross of the Argentine Nation to the Heroic 
Value in Combat because of the recommenda-
tion of his own mates and even his former 
enemies. But that was just the beginning.

 
 

 
 

Malena.  
Her illusion was to be famous on the stage. However, fate was more hostile for 
her.  Economical difficulties forced her to look for thousands of jobs.  
 
One day, she came across a street artist. It was the sign that transformed her life 
completely.   
The time has come for Malena to work on what she had always dreamed of as a 
child, Tango.  
Malena put together a repertory, offered an amateur friend who plays the large 
accordion to play with her and chose a street to sing.  Neither the inclemency of 
weather, nor the police or the 
municipal inspectors who 
usually evict her from the 
street, were able to twist her 
fate.  
Malena has been offering her 
art to the passer-by for over a 
decade, dressed in her short 
skirts and sexy fishnet tights. 
As poor as in the past…but 
now Malena is happy.  
  
 
The documentary will show the private life of these three characters, in their 
everyday life and in their struggle to overcome obstacles and prejudices. With 
the Tango as a background, generating an atmosphere where milongas and 
slums shall become poetic scenarios. 
 A glance at the essence itself of this genre to paint its most authentic side. The 
other face. The places that remain hidden. Unseen Tango.  
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A Panther In Africa An American Candidate Berlin Symphony Of A 
Great City

Big Bry's Western Style 
BBQ

Bike Week eXposed Blood Sweat & Teeth Born 2b Gangsta? Chasing Utopia Corazon

Crap Shoot - The 
Documentary

Day Of Miracles Down Under Easy Street Exile In Buyukada

Facing the Enemy Freaky Circus Guy From Russia to 
Hollywood

Hair World "High" Roller

Hope, Gloves, & 
Redemption

Hurricane Strip Munich At It's Best Playground Of Power Rage In The Cage

Lebanon Resisting Lunacy DoppelPass

The American Hobo

The Viking Maid The World Without Us
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DOCUMENTARIES  /   SHORTS

Over 500 hours available

Animal Capers

Duration: Series 1 and 2 –
Each 12 x 5 mins

Blue Skies

Duration: 20 x 3 minutes

Living Colour

Duration: 12 x 5 minutes

Natural Trax

Duration: 12 x 3 minutes

Wild Romance

Duration: 15 x 3-4 minutes

World's Best Series 1, 2 & 3

Duration: 250 x 3 - 5 minutes

The Urban Freestyler

Duration: 12 x 5 minutes

Urban Freestyler Extreme

Duration: 12 x 5 minutes

Days That Shook The World:
Into The 21st Century

Duration: 20 x 3 minutes

Against all odds: Series 01 & 02

Duration: Series 1 – 12 x 3-
6’,Series 2 – 24 x 3-7’

Around the World

Duration: 12 x 5 minutesDuration: 3 x 50  minutes
approx

First Steps II

Duration: 20 x 3 minutes

Sporting Bloopers

Duration: 30 min approx

World's Wonders

Duration: 40 x 3 minutes

Changing World

Duration: 12 x 5 minutes

Planet Wild

BBC MOTION GALLERY

The BBC Motion Gallery Short Programmes Catalogue offers all you 
will  need to plug that gap in the schedule, help drive traffic to a 

website, provide stimulating views for audiences in the air or on the 
ground and deliver exciting footage for mobile phones.
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Duration: 52 minutes
languages: english

Botswana is a country ravaged by the HIV/AIDS epidemic and an extremely 
high unemployment rate, with only half of the country’s population in work. In 
a country already suffering so much, the presence of a cheap alcoholic drink 

called ‘Chibuku’ does little to help its people’s cause. 

“Chibuku” investigates the Botswanan people’s addiction to ‘Chibuku’ and its 
impact on the rising rates of HIV/AIDs and unemployment. What is the future for 

Botswana , and Southern Africa, as Chibuku wreaks its devastation?

Chibuku, the Drink of Death (2010) 



What if you could give birth and  
have an orgasm at the same time?

(2009) 
Duration:	52	or	85	minutes





DeMOCraCy in FlaMes (2009)
HD; Duration: 52’ or feature length 

Languages: English

see Pakistan as you have never seen it before



PROjEkT HUEMUL
The Fourth Reich in Argentina (2009)

Duration: 52’ or feature length 
languages: english, spanish 

Non-European Documentary

Towards the end of the Second World War, German physicists were doing everything possible to build an 
atomic bomb, and other “secret weapons”, before the United States in order to stop the imminent fall of the 
Third Reich. But Hitler had expelled Einstein from Germany, and his own scientists could not do it. Strange-
ly, Argentina, which had been neutral during the war and thanks to that had accumulated big reserves, was 
now importing scientists and technicians from the extinct Third Reich. The goal: to continue working with 

the development of nuclear energy, taking orders from a new leader: General Juan Domingo Peron. 

When the Soviet Union did not have its first “A” bomb yet, Argentina was already working on the develop-
ment of nuclear energy through a unique and innovative method: “Nuclear controlled Fusion” By the use 

of this method, Argentina would be able to stock up energy unlimitedly and vastly more powerful than with 
the American one. Was it possible for a country like Argentina, which had declared war on the Axis a few 
weeks before its defeat, to be permitted by triumphant powers to develop an independent nuclear energy 
plan that nobody had outside the United States? Was it tolerable that Argentina’s increase in atomic tech-

nology were owed to the cooperation of German scientists from the extinct Third Reich? 

This is just a few of many questions that surrounded the great controversy that is now known as the infa-
mous “Projekt Huemul.”
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Dear DaD (2009)

Duration: 1x49’ 
executive produced by ira abrams

synopsis: Dear Dad is a personal story about the 
cultural wall that exists between the Japanese and 
American cultures and the conflict it can create 
within a family. I was first made aware of this clash 
through the events surrounding my father’s suicide. 
I was raised in America. My father on the other 
hand was raised in Japan by a traditional, wealthy, 
Japanese family. Since I am culturally American, 
there was conflict when we tried to communicate. 
On October 23rd of 2000, we had one such argu-
ment. It would be the last argument I had with my 
father. As usual, I voiced my opinion and my father 
responded with silence. My arguments with my 
father were frustrating because the Japanese don’t 
voice their feelings. He simply stated that we had 
money, and 20 minutes later, he hung himself. I felt 
responsible for his death. I felt that I should have lis-
tened more to his feelings, and instead of attacking 
him like I did, approach him in a more positive way. 
My guilt motivated me to find out if it really was 
my fault that my father died. In making this film, I 
hoped to break the cultural wall of silence, and de-
liver a message to my grandfather and grandmoth-
er in Japan to whom I hadn’t spoken in 5 years.

MO & Me (2006)

Duration: 1x98’, HD 
MOHaMeD “MO ” aMin - 
tHe lens OF aFriCa

synopsis:  Africa’s often-turbulent passage through 
the twentieth century has long been the subject of 
global focus, and one man was peerless in his ability 
to capture at first hand the pain and the passion of 
the great continent. 

Born in Kenya in 1943, Mohamed “Mo” Amin – pho-
tographer and frontline cameraman extraordinaire 
– was, arguably, the most renowned photojournalist 
of his era. Bringing his lens to bear on every aspect 
of African life, he never shied from its tragedies and 
always revelled in its successes.

In a career spanning more than thirty years, Mo 
covered every major event in Africa and beyond, 
enduring 28 days of torture, surviving bombs and 
bullets, and even overcoming the loss of his left 
arm, to emerge as the most decorated news camera-
man of all time.

“At	12	years	old,	she	thought	she	killed	her	father.	
At	17,	she	began	an	odyssey	to	find	the	truth.”



IN	COLD	BLOG is a television show as fresh and 
diabolical as the dozens of titles available at news 
stands and bookstores all over the world – a potpourri 
of psychological case histories that explore the 
darkest recesses of the hearts and minds of men and 
women driven to murder, madness, or worse. With a 
built-in core audience and a near limitless source of 
dramatic material, already tailored to the screen, IN 
COLD BLOG is an entertaining thrill ride guaranteed to 
grip the gut, test the imagination, and make you lock 
your doors at night.

IN COLD BLOG is true crime for the 21st Century, a 
television show with a strong internet tie that will bring 
20 million true crime fans into direct contact with scores 
of bestselling storytellers. For audiences who were first 
captivated by the horrifying headlines and later, rushed 
to buy mesmerizing books that detailed the crimes, IN 
COLD BLOG will help these armchair detectives and 
psychologists go even deeper. Fans of the weekly TV 
series can join an ongoing Internet conversation on the 
popular IN COLD BLOG with the authors who unearthed 
the shocking details of these heart-stopping crimes and 
analyzed the tortured minds of those who committed 
them.

Each week, IN COLD BLOG will feature a different book, 
a different author, a different crime, followed by a one-
on-one online forum with that author, centered on the 
questions that nag all of us, authors and audience alike:

• Was justice served? 

• How could such a monstrous tragedy have  
   happened in the first place?

• And, most important of all, how do we keep it  
   from ever happening again?

IN COLD BLOG allows the authors to maintain a 
running dialogue with the audience via the IN COLD 
BLOG website, which receives more than 300,000 
hits a month. The bloggers who post frequently on 
the IN COLD BLOG site are co-producers Dennis 
McDougal and Corey Mitchell as well as dozens of 
other contemporary true crime authors from around the 
globe (Simon Read, Suzy Spencer, Carol Pogash, Don 
Lasseter, Stephen Singular, Gregg Olsen, Steven Long, 
Paula Uruburu, Dennis Griffin, Chuck Hustmyre, Erin 
Moriarity, Dr. Katherine Ramsland, Ron Franscell, Carol 
Anne Davis, Caitlin Rother, Steve Jackson, Burl Barer, 
M. William Phelps, etc.) 

Duration: 8x60’ or 26x30’

Executive producers Dennis McDougal and Corey 
Mitchell bring over 40 years of true crime journalism 
and documentary filmmaking to In Cold Blog. A veteran 
reporter for the New York Times and Los Angeles Times, 
McDougal is author of nine books as well as producer of 
Inventing L.A.: the Chandlers and their Times, airing this 
October over PBS’s “American Experience.” Bestselling 
author of seven true crime books, Mitchell holds a law 
degree and is the founder of the #1 true crime blog, In 
Cold Blog. 



(2009) 
Duration: 4 x 30 minutes



Pilates UnPlUGGeD... follow the movement practice led by leading teacher Peter 
roberts. this DVD features an instructional step-by-step guide into Pilates for 
beginners and advanced users alike. the practice involves fundamental principles 
of alignment and emphasises the importance of controlled movement to achieve the 
most from your body.

This practice will benefit fit and healthy individuals as well as those who are less 
active or have structural injuries particularly relating to the lower back. you will be 
taught how to stabilise the important pelvic region and feel confident with movement 
from that stable foundation. respiration practice and movement incorporate the key 
to releasing the body into a lighter, more comfortable place to be.

Filmed in High Definition in the beautiful setting of the Southern Algarve, Portugal, 
this practice has a stunning visual appeal too, especially when practiced on a cold 
winter’s day!

Peter roberts has been practicing 
and teaching Pilates for 10 years 
and has achieved high recognition 
within his chosen field. Originally 
a professional drummer, Peter 
understood the importance of 
fluid movement. He then went 
on to study sports therapy and 
practiced in the UK and overseas. 
Following his own traumatic 
experience of spinal surgery 
and Mrsa Peter went on to 
discover Pilates and has excelled 
working with clients from City 
Financiers, sports Professionals 
to Madonna and international 
royalty. in 2007, he began 
working as Body Consultant to 
Juventus Football Club in italy

Duration: 60 minutes, Filmed in HD

Pilates UnPlUgged (2008)
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Jongleurs Comedy Ltd has helped to launch the careers of some of the 
biggest names in comedy and show business such as Eddie Izzard, Harry 
Enfield, Al Murray, Jack Dee and Graham Norton. With over 25 years 
experience in the business and in excess of a 1,300 comedians at our finger 
tips, nobody knows comedy better. Maria Kempinska established and opened 
the first Jongleurs club back in 1983 in Battersea, London. 2008 will see the 
brand celebrating its 25th Birthday. Maria still personally selects every 
comedian who performs for Jongleurs thereby maintaining the high quality 
which has ensured Jongleurs endurance and success during the last three 
decades.  
 
Jongleurs Comedy Ltd is the company which owns, protects and exploits the 
Jongleurs brand both within the UK and around the world. The company is 
owned by Maria Kempinska and John Davy. Together they have owned and 
operated the brand and its development for over 20 years. Jongleurs 
Comedy Ltd is Europe�s largest chain of purpose built comedy clubs and the 
number one comedy brand in the UK. Boasting almost 25 years of consistent 
quality in delivery with over 3.5 million footfalls across 16 clubs nationwide, 
Jongleurs has a membership database of over 450,000 people.  
 
The Jongleurs Brand is one of the worlds leading brands for comedy and 
provides a wide variety of events, content, marketing and business solutions 
for consumers and corporate clients.  
 

Details: 
 
Number of hours: 7 hours of stand up comedy 
Original Language: English 
Comedians: Adam Bloom, Gina Yashere, Geoff Boyz Mandy Knight, Jim 
Tavare, Jeff Innocent, Ricky Grover and many more 
 

(2009)

Duration: 7x52’ or shorts 

Jongleurs Comedy Ltd has helped to launch the careers of some of the biggest names in 
comedy and show business such as Eddie Izzard, Harry Enfield, Al Murray, Jack Dee and 
Graham Norton. With over 25 years experience in the business and in excess of a 1,300 
comedians at our finger tips, nobody knows comedy better. Maria Kempinska established 
and opened the first Jongleurs club back in 1983 in Battersea, London. 2008 will see the 
brand celebrating its 25th Birthday. Maria still personally selects every comedian who 
performs for Jongleurs thereby maintaining the high quality which has ensured Jongleurs 
endurance and success during the last three decades.

Jongleurs Comedy Ltd is the company which owns, protects and exploits the Jongleurs 
brand both within the UK and around the world. The company is owned by Maria 
Kempinska and John Davy. Together they have owned and operated the brand and 
its development for over 20 years. Jongleurs Comedy Ltd is Europe’s largest chain of 
purpose built comedy clubs and the number one comedy brand in the UK. Boasting 
almost 25 years of consistent quality in delivery with over 3.5 million footfalls across 16 
clubs nationwide,

Jongleurs has a membership database of over 450,000 people. The Jongleurs Brand 
is one of the worlds leading brands for comedy and provides a wide variety of events, 
content, marketing and business solutions for consumers and corporate clients.

Details:

number of hours: 7 hours of stand up comedy 
Original language: English 
Comedians:  Adam Bloom, Gina Yashere, Geoff Boyz Mandy Knight,  
 Jim Tavare, Jeff Innocent, Ricky Grover and many more
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Lockout Music Limited is an existing independent business actively involved in live musical  
events, artist management and the creation, ownership and management of recording and  
publishing copyrights.  
 
Lockout Music Limited was started by Maria Kempinska, founder of Jongleurs Comedy 
Limited. Lockout has already invested in two artists, Mamas Gun and Sam Heard. In both  
cases Lockout benefit from all available income streams including recording, publishing, live,  
merchandising and sponsorship. Lockout own, share or control the intellectual property rights 
and globally license these rights. To date this investment has been focused on �asset creation� 
recording an album, producing photography, video and artwork, and funding rehearsal and  
touring. 
 
Lockout Live is a regular live music event at the legendary London venue Dingwalls. So far  
Lockout has hosted 10 sold out shows (320 capacity) and showcased the best rising talents,  
many of whom have gone on to sign major deals (Scott Mathews, Karima Francis, VV Brown, 
Beth Rowley, The Yeah Yous, Charlotte O�Connor), as well as giving platforms for regular  
performances by Mamas Gun and Sam Heard. Lockout Live is currently sponsored by  
Quicksilver. 
 

Details 
 
Original Language: English 
Artists: Samantha Heard, Mama�s Gun, Grand Avenue,  
 
Half hour shows 
 
10 @ 26 minutes shows 
 
5 Full shows 
 

(2009)

Duration: 10x26 minutes

Lockout Music Limited is an existing independent business actively involved in live musical 
events, artist management and the creation, ownership and management of recording and 
publishing copyrights.

Lockout Music Limited was started by Maria Kempinska, founder of Jongleurs Comedy 
Limited. Lockout has already invested in two artists, Mamas Gun and Sam Heard. In both 
cases Lockout benefit from all available income streams including recording, publishing, 
live, merchandising and sponsorship. Lockout own, share or control the intellectual 
property rights and globally license these rights. To date this investment has been focused 
on ‘asset creation’ recording an album, producing photography, video and artwork, and 
funding rehearsal and touring.

Lockout Live is a regular live music event at the legendary London venue Dingwalls. So 
far Lockout has hosted 10 sold out shows (320 capacity) and showcased the best rising 
talents, many of whom have gone on to sign major deals (Scott Mathews, Karima Francis, 
VV Brown, Beth Rowley, The Yeah Yous, Charlotte O’Connor), as well as giving platforms 
for regular performances by Mamas Gun and Sam Heard. Lockout Live is currently 
sponsored by Quicksilver

.

Details:

Original language: english 
artists: samantha Heard, Mama’s Gun, Grand avenue, 
Half hour shows 
5 Full shows
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Genre:  Documentary/Travel/Cooking series

Duration:  12x26’ Season One  
 Season Two currently in production

Versions:  German and English

Every so often, an extraordinary person comes along, follows his dreams, and 
makes us all jealous as we toil away in our offices.  Dr Rolf Versen is that guy!

A hugely entertaining character, Dr Rolf gave up a successful dental practice in 
order to fulfil his dream of sailing the 7 seas, creating a cooking/travel/lifestyle 
television series in the process.  

From the Bay of Biscay, through to the Mediterranean, along the coast of Africa 
and across to the Caribbean, Dr Rolf punctuates each stage of his journey  by 
exploring local delicacies, interviewing local chefs and restaurateurs, and getting 
involved with local events;  the Monaco Boat Show and Les Voiles de St Tropez 
to name but two.

 Part history, part culture, part sailing and with lots of great food, join Dr Rolf as 
he pulls into another port, exploring the local culinary and cultural landscape!

Dr Rolf’s Seven Seas (2009)



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

EPIC DRAMA  / MINISERIES

“QUIET FLOWS THE DON", a great film 
belongs to the best tradition of the Epics, is 
bound to join other evergreen masterpieces 
in the story of cinema.

"...and QUIET FLOWS THE DON"; is based on 
the worldwide famous novel “…and Quiet 
flows the Don” by Mikhail A. Sholokhov, for 
which he won the Nobel Prize for Literature.

"...and QUIET FLOWS THE DON", has been 
realized by Madison Motion Pictures with a 
rich cast and a crew assembled from the 
best professionals in the field. To start with a 
protagonist Rupert Everett and then 
Murray Abraham (Academy Award for 
Amadeus), Danilo Donati, set design & 
production costume supervisor, winner of 
three Academy Awards, and the musician 
Luis Bacalov (Academy Award), author of 
the film music.

...and Quiet Flows the Don (2009)

Genre:  Drama / Mini Series
Duration: 350 minutes
Cast:  Charlton Heston, Pat
Morita, Richard Tyson

Every once in a while a film comes along 
which is so momentous that it’s more than 
a movie, it’s a cinematic event of historic 
proportions.

GENGHIS KHAN is a two hours film and an 
extensive Epic TV-series directed by Ken 
Annakin (“The Longest Day”; “Battle of the 
Bulge”), shot in the magnificent places 
where the dramatic events took place: 
Mongolia, China and Central Asia. The 
stunning vistas are a backdrop for the 
breathtaking war scenes and stunning 
horsemanship.

GENGHIS KHAN based on the true story of 
the Great warrior with a cast of thousands 
is a cinematic spectacle. 
GENGHIS KHAN is really the story of a 
giant, a man of vision who was a legend in 
his own lifetime and built an empire more 
vast than any the world has ever known.

GENGHIS KHAN
The passionate work of 4 Academy Awards 
winners and 2 Emmy Awards winners

Genre:  Drama / Mini Series
Duration: 7x52 minutes
Cast: Rupert Everett, Murray 
Abraham



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

F A M I L Y

Genre:  Family
Duration: 100 minutes
Cast:  Charlton Heston

Synopsis: Jack London's epic saga of gold fever, 
romance and adventure. A house dog is abducted 
and brought to the north as a sled dog. Staring 
Charlton Heston

Call of the Wild

Genre:  Family
Duration: 90 minutes
Cast: Buddy Hackett, 
Robert Morse, 
Paul Frees, Lady Storch, 
Dave Garroway

Synopsis:  It tells the story of how Jack Frost 
became human, and helped a knight win his lady 
love.
Directed By: Jules Bass and Arthur Rankin Jr.

Jack Frost

Genre:  Family
Duration: 72 minutes
Cast: Jose Granados, Dakota Star
 Granados, Douglas Kondziolka.

Synopsis:  Eleanor, Queen of Fairhaven, 
sends her good friends Don Juan, Prince of 
Spain, his daughter, the Princess Esmeralda 
, and his silly sidekick Miguel, on an adven-
ture to the kingdom of Scarborough to save 
King Henry and Queen Anne from the 
clutches of the warmongering Krankenmal.

The Lost Princess

Genre:  Family
Duration: 30 minutes

Synopsis:  In the entertaining and educa-
tional new children's video, Here's Looking 
at You, Kid!, real animals get up close and 
personal as never before.  Gorillas talk to 
you.  Elephants sing to you.  Dogs sniff you. 
In this first-of-its-kind production.

Here’s Looking At You Kid

Genre:  Family
Duration: 103 minutes
Cast:  Lindsay Wanger, Frank 
Bonner, Edward Lawrence Albert

Synopsis:  Britta, the new kid at Highland 
High, has reason to rejoice this Christmas: 
her sadness has summoned Holly Boy, the 
very spirit of the season, awakening him 
from the stony sleep imposed by the dark 
elf, King Otto.  This sets in motion an earthly 
as well as unearthly fight which rages simul-
taneously: 

A Light in the Forest

Genre:  Family
Duration: 90 minutes
Cast: Graham Cole, Luke Aikman,
Laura Holly Aikman, Gene Heard

Synopsis:  On Christmas Eve, when his wife 
send him upstairs to put an end to his 
children’s fighting, Dad figures he'll tell a 
brief story that teaches them a lesson and be 
back downstairs in five minutes. Things 
don't work out quite according to plan, how-
ever, when his children, take over the telling 
of the story, using it as a new battleground.

The Usual Children
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F A M I L Y

imperial ice stars (2008)
the treasure Houses of england tour 
4x90’ Shot in High Definition 
language: english, but minimal dialogue

CINDERELLA ON ICE
SLEEPING BEAUTY ON ICE
SWAN LAKE ON ICE
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA ON ICE

The world-famous Imperial Ice Stars, who have 
won international critical acclaim and five-star 
reviews with their previous tours of The Sleep-
ing Beauty on Ice and Swan Lake on Ice, are set 
to thrill Australian audiences once more with 
their brand new production, Cinderella on Ice, 
commencing a tour of Melbourne, Adelaide, 
Sydney, Canberra, Brisbane and Perth from 5 
August.

More than two million people across five con-
tinents have been swept to their feet by The 
Imperial Ice Stars’ adrenaline-infused perfor-
mances. The Imperial Ice Stars have performed 
at many of the world’s most prestigious venues, 
from Sadler’s Wells in London’s West End to 
the Esplanade Theatre in Singapore, and from 
Montreal’s Place des Arts to Moscow’s Red 
Square.

The Treasure Houses of England are nine of the 
most magnificent palaces, houses and castles in 
England today. Each has its own unique charm 
and all combine together to give a fascinating 
insight into life in England over the centuries.

One of the most compelling features of the 
Treasure Houses of England is that they all 
offer the visitor a living history. Most are still 
homes to the great families who have owned 
them for generations. Others keep their heri-
tage alive by recreating scenes and events that 
have dominated and shaped England from the 
9th century to the present day.

Between them they house some of the most 
important art collections in the world with fa-
mous works from artists such as Van Dyck and 
Gainsborough. Each House is an architectural 
masterpiece surrounded by beautiful park-
lands and gardens. Visit each of the Treasure 
Houses of England to fully appreciate their own 
individualities.

The Imperial Ice Stars Treasure House Tour of 
Sleeping Beauty on Ice will be playing at the 
following Treasure Houses: Chatsworth, Castle, 
Howard,Burghley,Blenheim, and Beaulieu



Boulder Creek International - Television & Film

F A M I L Y

tOUr Dates:

13th July 2009 - 16th august south Korea
28th august 2009 - 6th september 2009 singapore
9th september 2009 - 20th september 2009 Hong Kong
25th september 2009 - 2nd October 2009 thailand
8th October 2009 - 16th October 2009 Japan
26th October 2009 - 20th november 2009 east russia
2nd December 2009 - 20th January 2010 south africa
24th - 28th February 2010- london, england
Wellington, new Zealand  15th July 2010 - 25th July 2010
auckland, new Zealand  27th July 2010 - 1st august 2010
Melbourne, australia  10th august 2010 - 14th august 2010
Perth, australia  17th august 2010 - 28th august 2010
sydney, australia  31st august 2010 - 12th september 2010
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H O R R O R
Over 150 Titles available!
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H O R R O RH	O	R	R	O	R

My StePdad’S a  
freakIN’ VaMPIre (2009)
Duration: 90 minutes 
language: english

“Sometimes	step-dads	 
can	be	a	pain	in	the	neck”

My steP-DaD’s a FreaKin’ VaMPire!  is one 
of the funniest new horror films of the year.  
all is going according to plan for high school 
student Rusty Funkouser until he finds out his 
brand new step-dad is a vampire looking to 
raise some serious hell! 

the LOCaL (2009)
Duration: 90 minutes 
language: english

tHe lOCal follows noname, an enigmatic 
man running from a tortured past. trapped in a 
violent Brooklyn underworld as the lowly drug 
runner for a gang of crazed veterans, noname 
is approached by a wealthy out-of-towner who 
offers him a large sum of money to “rescue” 
the man’s heroin-addicted daughter from his 
employer’s drug lair. noname soon realizes 
that saving the girl is more than a payday. it 
will grant him a way out of his purgatory after a 
lifetime of wrongdoing, and open a path to-
ward personal redemption.
Written and directed by award-winning film-
maker Dan eberle (JailCity), the local styl-
ishly depicts the underbelly of the city, where 
the good is buried deep amongst the bad, and 
where a sinner can still redeem himself in a 
world broken beyond saving.
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wINdCrOft (2007)
the shining meets Weathering Heights
Duration: 94 minutes 
language: english

by evan a. Meszaros

On a remote farm in the sweeping hills of Pennsylvania, three lives are torn apart by 
love, abandonment, deception and murder. 

after the death of his father, John and his new wife, Diane, arrive at the house to claim 
the estate. But, his father bequeathed to him more than just the family farm, and as 
John’s past catches up with him he is forced to face a heritage of madness and vio-
lence.

With John’s attention becoming increasingly distant and more focused on the farm, 
Diane finds friendship with his childhood sweetheart, Mindy. Soon old feelings are 
rekindled, family ties are tightened to a noose and Mindy’s own secrets crack the very 
foundation of house and home.

Windcroft is a taught, suspenseful thriller combining doomed romances and epic scen-
ery, with isolation, madness and murder. With complex characters and shocking twists, 
Windcroft takes the audience on a journey into the darkest regions of the soul.
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With over 150 hours of the worlds best Martial Arts programming 



 
 
 

GIANTS LIVE TELEVISION OFFER 
 

 
Introducing Giants Live 
 
Giants Live is the #1 global strongman sports entertainment property and the most 
prestigious strongman tour.  Giants Live is a live, arena based sport competition – a 
one-of-a-kind entertainment experience and live demonstration of incredible feats of 
strength that no ordinary human can do  
 
There will be a selection of twelve of the World’s greatest strongmen at each venue 
fighting over six gruelling disciplines (including Truck Pull, Log Lift, Refrigerator 
Carry, The Pillars of Hercules and Car Deadlift).  Only the biggest, strongest and 
most charismatic athletes are invited to compete in the Giants Live Tour. 
 
Athletes will build up Championship Points throughout the tour, culminating in a final 
event and where the winner will be crowned ‘Giants of Strength World Champion”. 
Past Champions include Mariusz Pudzianowski of Poland, Derek Poundstone of the 
USA, Terry Hollands of the UK and Magnus Samuelsson of Sweden. 
 
 

 
Touring plans 

• 2009: 3 to 4 events 

• 2010: 8 to 10 events 

• 2011: 10 to 12 events 
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Over 200 Hours of Mobile and Web TV Clips

MARTIAL	ARTS
JONGLEURS	COMEDY

FLOW	EXTREME	SPORTS
BBC	SHORTS
FILM	SHORTS
MUSIC	SHORTS

EROTIC	CONTENT
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COMiCs UnleasHeD 
154 x 30’

BeaUtiFUl HOMes anD Great estates- 
130 x 26

DesiGners  
66x26’

aMeriCan atHlete   
286x26

GlOBal BUsiness PeOPle  
22x26’

aUtOMOtiVe VisiOn  
130 x 26’

traVel in style  
66 x 26’

reCiPe tV  
800x26’
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latin liFestyle  
44 x 26’

UrBan style 
12 x 60’

tHe Writers HOtlist 
12 x 60’

We HaVe a DreaM 
4 x 120’

Feel tHe Beat 
4 x 120’

eVeryWOMan  
916 x 26’
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